FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1. When can I enter the IITM campus
If you are coming by a four wheeler then enter through Adyar gate. The other gates are
Velachery gate and Taramani which allows only two wheelers. Make sure you carry your ID
card.

2. What should I do after coming to the campus?
You can take bus and get down at Biotechnology department, else you can drive yourself to the
department.

3. What should I bring with me?
1. It is mandatory for all participants to carry college IDs (Original and one photocopy).
2. Participants are requested to carry their own locks. Please make sure that the locks you bring
has at least 3 keys.
3. Mattresses and pillows shall be provided to you if your accommodation is confirmed.

4. Will all the team members be given accommodation at the same place?
We will work for that; but we do not guarantee it. Keep in mind that the team members may
have to share the room with members of other teams.

5. What about the dining facilities?
A variety of food stalls shall be set up in the heart of the festive area. There are other eating
outlets in and around the campus like Campus Cafe, IRCTC snacks area & Gurunath.

6. Is there any internal transport keeping in mind the huge area of the campus?
Internal transportation is available inside the campus in the form of buses that can be boarded
at various bus stops located throughout the campus. The service starts from 6 AM and is up to 9
PM. The frequency of the buses is one in every 15 minutes. However, for buses towards Main
gate, there will be a gap of 45 min after 1:30 PM.

7. What is the entry fee for the fest?
All the participants must buy the passport which costs Rupees 100 and workshops cost Rupees
50 each. Other events have no entry fees.

8. Do we need to pre register for the event ?
You can register for the events at www.biofest.in. Spot registration is also available for some
events.
For Quiz, only spot registrations will be taken.
For the events Symposium and IDP pre registration is needed.

